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Long-Term Targets Addressed (Based on NYSP12 ELA CCLS) 

I can determine the main idea of an informational text. (RI.3.2) 

I can retell key ideas from an informational text. (RI.3.2) 

I can document what I learn about a topic by sorting evidence into categories. (W.3.8)  

I can effectively participate in a conversation with my peers and adults. (SL.3.1) 

Supporting Learning Targets Ongoing Assessment 

• I can identify the main idea of a passage from My Librarian Is a Camel by using illustrations and 

reading the text closely. 

• I can record key details from a passage of My Librarian Is a Camel into categories.  

• I can discuss how the main idea in a passage from My Librarian Is a Camel is conveyed through key 

details. 

• Using Text Evidence to Determine Main Idea recording 

form (based on excerpts from various countries in My 

Librarian Is a Camel) 
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Agenda Teaching Notes 

1. Opening 

A. Engaging the Reader (10 minutes) 

2. Work Time  

A. Continued Modeling and Guided Practice: How to 

Close Read Informational Text (25 minutes) 

B. Reading on Your Own: Capturing the Gist (20 

minutes) 

3. Closing and Assessment 

A. Debrief (5 minutes) 

4. Homework 

A. Tell someone at home about how some people in 

Kenya access books. Find Kenya on a physical map of 

the world or Africa. Look at the location and physical 

features of Kenya. What physical features do you see? 

• In the first part of the lesson students will work with a partner to read excerpts pages about Kenya from 

My Librarian is a Camel (with guidance from the teacher).  

• In advance: Make careful determinations about group makeup for the five country groups for Work 

Time B. 

• For Work Time B, students will be placed into small groups. Each group will be assigned to read about 

one of five countries. Students will need to be in the same small group for both this lesson and Lesson 8 

for a close reading cycle. Each group will focus on one country from My Librarian Is a Camel. Students 

will need access to the text from My Librarian Is a Camel for one of the following countries: Finland, 

Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, Thailand, or Zimbabwe. 

• Boyds Mills Press, publisher of My Librarian is a Camel, has granted permission to make facsimiles of 

pages or use brief quotes, in context, for classroom use. No adaptation or changes in the text or 

illustration may be made without approval of Boyds Mills Press. The following credit must be used: 

From My Librarian is a Camel by Margriet Ruurs. Copyright © 1994 by Nancy Springer. Published by 

Wordsong, an imprint of Boyds Mills Press. Reprinted by permission. 
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Lesson Vocabulary Materials 

narrative, informational text, 

paragraph, main idea, details  

 

• Chart paper for Reading Informational Text anchor chart (new; teacher-created for Opening) 

• Chart paper for Building Our Word Power in My Librarian is a Camel anchor chart (new; teacher-created for Opening) 

• Document camera and projector 

• My Librarian is a Camel text (for teacher use) 

• Physical map of the world or Africa 

• Using Text Evidence to Determine the Main Idea: Accessing Books around the World anchor chart (new; teacher created for 

“Kenya”; a large version of the recording form with the same name) 

• Excerpts from My Librarian Is a Camel: Kenya (one per partnership) 

• Index cards (one per student) 

• Excerpts from My Librarian Is a Camel: Finland, Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, Thailand, or Zimbabwe (for small groups) 

• Sticky notes 

• Using Text Evidence to Determine the Main Idea anchor chart for “Peru” (for display in Closing; from Lesson 6) 

• Lesson 7 Homework (one per student) 

Supplemental Materials 

• Political map of the world or Africa 

• Additional copies of My Librarian is a Camel (if available) 

• Using Text Evidence to Determine the Main Idea: Accessing Books around the World (completed for “Kenya” for teacher 

reference and use in Work Time A) 
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Opening Meeting Students’ Needs 

A. Engaging the Reader (10 minutes)  

• Gather students together as a group. Congratulate students on their great work starting in with their first informational text 

of the module! 

• Read aloud, or invite a student to read aloud, today’s learning targets.  

* I can identify the main idea of a passage from My Librarian Is a Camel by using illustrations and reading the text closely. 

* I can record key details from a passage of My Librarian Is a Camel into categories.  

* I can discuss how the main idea in a passage from My Librarian Is a Camel is conveyed through key details. 

• As students can see from the targets, today they will be doing something they have already practiced many times: reading a 

text closely. What is new, however, is the type of text they will be reading: informational text! Remind students about the 

word informational, which they discussed in Lesson 6 (inform: to tell or teach).  

• Remind students that in Lesson 6 they were introduced to a new recording form called Using Text Evidence to Determine 

the Main Idea. Tell students that when reading informational texts closely, they use some of the same strategies they use 

when reading narratives but with informational text, they will also use some new strategies.  

• Begin a Building Our Word Power in My Librarian is a Camel anchor chart. Use this over the next several lessons 

throughout this book experience as students learn new words that may be useful in their upcoming work and writing in the 

latter part of the unit. Invite students to write words either directly on the anchor chart or on stickies whenever they come 

across new words. Say something like: “Readers, if you see new words in our text My Librarian is a Camel that you find 

exciting and worthwhile, please add them to our anchor chart. It will be great to have a place to capture new, exciting 

vocabulary we can all make use of in our conversations and our writing!” 

• Begin a Reading Informational Text anchor chart. Invite students to briefly turn and talk: “What do you already know 

about reading informational text?” Record their ideas on the new anchor chart.  

• Tell students they will find the “main idea” of informational texts in much the same way as they found out the main message 

in the narrative texts they read: by using the text, or words, and the illustrations, also called pictures, to determine the main 

idea. Tell the class that they will be adding to this chart in the next few lessons. 

• Support students’ understanding of 

the word informational by thinking 

about the root word, information 

and its root word, inform.  
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Work Time Meeting Students’ Needs 

A. Continued Modeling and Guided Practice: How to Close Read Informational Text (25 minutes)  

• Show the cover of the text My Librarian is a Camel to students. Remind students that this book is all about how 

children around the world obtain, or get, books.  

• Say: “Today we are going to read an excerpt, or part of this book, about the country Kenya. Let’s find that country in Africa 

on a physical map of the world. What do you notice about the location and geography of Kenya? How do you think that 

might impact how children get books? Think about that as we read this excerpt today.”  

• Using a document camera and projector, project for students pages 18–19 in My Librarian Is a Camel, about Kenya. 

Read the pages aloud to students while they follow along (on the projection, student excerpts, or in their own copies of the 

text).  

• To continue to build students’ capacity for using text evidence to determine the main idea of informational text, the work 

with this second article (Kenya) will again be a shared experience. Project on a document camera the recording form 

Using Text Evidence to Determine the Main Idea: Accessing Books around the World to use as an anchor chart. 

Students will not have a copy of the recording form for the work on the Kenya article. 

• Fill in the title or topic on the anchor chart as “Kenya.” Ask students to name their early thinking about the main idea.  

Clarify the main idea with the group and write it on the anchor chart in Part 1. 

• Say to students: “Let’s read pages 18-19 again and we will track our learning on the anchor chart. Like we did yesterday, we 

will do this one paragraph at a time. As I read each paragraph, you need to listen carefully and follow along. Remember we 

are looking for details from the text (words) that support the main idea, details from the illustrations that support the main 

idea, and information about physical features that make it more difficult for people in the country to have books to read.” 

• Tell students that they will be taking an active role as we work with the article on Kenya by having turn and talk 

conversations with a partner at points in the upcoming work. Make sure all students have a partner before proceeding. Share 

the following steps with students.  

* First, read the paragraph aloud softly two times in your partnership. 

* Second, think about the gist and then talk with your partner: “What is this paragraph mostly about?” 

* Third, write the gist on a sticky note or index card. For the gist, think: “What did the author Margriet Ruurs want us to 

know?”  

• If this unit is coinciding with a 

geography or mapping study, take 

the opportunity to show students 

the difference between a physical 

map and a political map. Spend a 

few minutes helping students 

understand the purpose of each map 

type. 

• Allowing students to see the text 

and illustrations will aid them in 

their comprehension.  

• If a projector is not available, try 

providing multiple copies of the 

book, or positioning the book so it 

can best be seen by all students.  

• Consider allowing ELL students to 

pair up with students who speak 

their native language for the 

discussion portion.  

• Allow ELL students to show their 

understanding of the gist by using 

pictures on their sticky notes.  

• Form strategic groups of students 

for the reading of My Librarian Is a 

Camel to support ELLs and other 

students. 
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Work Time (continued) Meeting Students’ Needs 

• Since each paragraph is a short amount of text, allow 3-4 minutes for partnerships to work with each paragraph. If students 

have their own texts or excerpt pages about Kenya, they can write directly on their excerpts or place the sticky note next to 

the appropriate paragraph.  

• Allow a few partnerships to share their gist thinking for paragraph 1 whole group. Add pertinent text details to the Part 2 of 

the anchor chart. Build on the gist statements that students offer, elaborating as necessary. For example: “I do understand 

the part about roads being impassable because of sand. I understand that children really want books. I understand that 

librarians use camels! So, I’m going to write, ‘Children want books. Cars can’t get through desert. Librarians use camels’ on 

my sticky.”  

• Practice again with the remaining two paragraphs, following the same steps to extract details relevant to the main idea , and 

this adding information to the anchor chart on Kenya in Part 2.  

• Remind students that the next step is to see if there are any details living in the pictures and other images of the text. Have 

partnerships closely examine and discuss the photographs, captions, and text box insert.  

• Take ideas and record them on the anchor chart in Part 3. 

• Praise partnerships for their efforts so far. Tell them to look at the anchor chart, specifically Parts 4a and 4b. Ask: “What is 

needed for that part of the work?” Clarify what is meant by the term ‘physical features.’  

• Before proceeding, review the requirements of Parts 4a and 4b. Explain to students that Part 4a asks specifically for physical 

features that make it challenging for people in the country to have access to books. Use a few examples from the text to 

illustrate that there are facts about Kenya related in the text that do not connect to the main idea. For example, within the 

inset it states that Kenya’s climate is hot and humid. This detail does not connect to the main idea.  

• Direct partnerships to look back at the text and images for anything related to physical features that impact accessibility to 

books or reading as well as the actions taken to deal with those challenges. 

• Take ideas and record these ideas in Parts 4a and 4b of the anchor chart. 

• The final part of the Using Text Evidence to Determine the Main Idea anchor chart asks students to revisit the main idea. 

Explain to students that now that they’ve read again and discussed and recorded details, their thinking about the main idea 

may have changed or become more precise. To see how students are doing with identifying and stating main idea, have each 

student write what they the main idea is on an index card. Collect these as a mid-lesson exit ticket for review at a later point. 

•  
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Work Time (continued) Meeting Students’ Needs 

B. Reading on Your Own: Capturing the Gist (20 minutes)  

• Tell students that they will now work in groups to try out the first student close read with a passage from My Librarian Is a 

Camel, an article about one of five different countries. Tell them that they will work in their group during this next activity 

and again in the next lesson.  

• Announce groups for each of the countries (Finland, Zimbabwe, Papua New Guinea, Thailand, and Indonesia) unless already 

done. Distribute excerpts of My Librarian Is a Camel, for the country that you want that student/group to read (see 

note at right). Also distribute the Using Text Evidence to Determine Main Idea recording forms to each student. 

Direct each group to quickly find an area to assemble as a group, taking their excerpts and recording forms.  

• Once groups are settled, tell them they will first read their excerpt independently, trying to get the main idea of the article by 

capturing the gist of each paragraph of their text. Students can write their gist statements directly on their excerpts or on 

sticky notes that they can place near the paragraphs. Give students 15 minutes to read independently. Circulate to support as 

needed, reminding students to also write down words they don’t know.  

• After 15 minutes, ask students to discuss, as a group, what they each wrote as the gist for the paragraphs of their 

informational text. Tell students to move through this one paragraph at a time. If there are differences between students, tell 

them to return to the text together, pointing out the details they used to come to their individual decision. Give students 5 

minutes to discuss.   

• Praise the students’ efforts on their work with this first step doing close reading of informational text! Tell them that in 

Lesson 8 they will continue to work with their small group, reading and discussing to learn even more about their country. 

• Provide small group instruction as 

needed during the independent 

reading portion of the Close 

Reading protocol. 

• Since the publisher has given 

permission for use of facsimiles of 

pages for instructional purposes, 

giving students copies, or facsimiles, 

of the two pages for their assigned 

country is what can be used for 

students’ excerpts. 
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Closing and Assessment Meeting Students’ Needs 

A. Debrief (5 minutes) 

• Display the two Using Evidence to Determine the Main Idea anchor charts side by side (Peru and Kenya). Ask students to 

take a few moments to silently examine the two anchor charts. Summarize what’s reflected, or captured on these anchor 

charts.  

• Remind students that both anchor charts include a lot of factual information. Ask students where the information came 

from. Of course students will readily acknowledge that the information came from the My Librarian is a Camel text. Ask: 

“Do you think the author Margriet Ruurs accomplished what she wanted? Did she write a text that provided readers with 

information? Think of all you have learned from these two informative articles!” 

• Revisit the Building Our Word Power in My Librarian is a Camel anchor chart from the lesson opening. Ask students if 

there were any words from today’s reading that they would like added to the anchor chart. Remind students that this is a 

place for us to capture new, exciting vocabulary that we can all make use of in our conversations and our writing through the 

remainder of the unit. (Note: You do not have to work at clarifying the meaning of any words or terms added to the anchor 

chart at this point. But when it seems necessary, make sure to clarify the meaning of the words even if it’s simply to provide 

students with the definitions). 

• Revisit the Reading Informational Text anchor chart. Quickly review anything that was placed on the anchor chart initially in 

the lesson opening. Ask students to turn-and-talk about any new ideas for this anchor chart.  

• Provide a sentence starter to 

support ELL students. (i.e., When I 

read an informational text, one 

strategy I can use is ______.) 

 

 

 

Homework Meeting Students’ Needs 

Tell someone at home about how some people in Kenya access books. Find Kenya on a physical map of the world or Africa. 

Look at the location and physical features of Kenya. What physical features do you see? 

 

Note: In tomorrow’s lesson, students will begin in their same country groups, but then will work in Jigsaw groups to share 

information with peers who read about different countries. Create Jigsaw groups ahead of time, making sure each group has 

at least one student representing each country being studied.  
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Using Text Evidence to Determine the Main Idea:  

Accessing Books around the World 

 

Name: 

Date: 

 

Text Title/Topic: _________________________________________________________ 
 

Part 1: What do you think is the main idea of the text right now? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Part 2: Key details from the text that help me understand the main idea  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Part 3: Key details from the illustrations, photographs, and maps etc. that help me 

understand the main idea 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Part 4a: What physical features in this 

country make it difficult for people to access 

books? (Use details from the text.) 

Part 4b: How do people overcome these 

difficulties so they can access books?  

(Use details from the text.) 

_____________________________________ 

_____________________________________ 

_____________________________________ 

_____________________________________ 

_____________________________________ 

_____________________________________ 

_____________________________________ 

_____________________________________ 

_____________________________________ 

_____________________________________ 

_____________________________________ 

_____________________________________ 

 

Revisit the main idea: Now what do you think is the main idea of the text is? Why do you think this? 

 
________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Using Text Evidence to Determine the Main Idea:  

Accessing Books around the World 

TEACHER REFERENCE 

 

Text Title/Topic:  Kenya 
 

Part 1: What do you think is the main idea of the text right now? 

I think the main idea is about how people in Kenya have get books to read. 

Part 2: Key details from the text that help me understand the main idea  

▪ deserts northeast of Nairobi; sand makes roads hard to travel; cars can’t travel 
easily (paragraph 1, p.18) 
 
▪ some people live in nomadic villages which means they move around place to place 
(paragraph 1, p.18) 
 
▪ use camels for travel and to carry books; camels are good choice because they can 
carry heavy load (up to 400 pounds), and need little water in desert heat (paragraph 
2, p.18) 
 
▪ Camels are economical-don’t cost much money to use (paragraph 1, p.18) 
 
▪ people in Bulla Iftin (in desert) love to get books; sit with librarian on grass mats 
under acacia trees (paragraph, p.19) 
 
▪ can keep books for two weeks (paragraph 3, p.19) 
 
▪ camels take books to remote places (caption, p.19) 
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Part 3: Key details from the illustrations, photographs, and maps etc. that help me 

understand the main idea 

▪ students love books and are grateful for them (p.18) 

▪ camels can be loaded with boxes of books (p.18) 

▪ camels need people to handle them and ride them (p.18) 

▪ adults are getting books to children (p.19) 

▪ camels can travel to remote places (p.19) 

 

Part 4a: What physical features in this 

country make it difficult for people to access 

books? (Use details from the text.) 

Part 4b: How do people overcome these 

difficulties so they can access books?  

(Use details from the text.) 

▪ deserts with lots of sand (northern part 

of Kenya) 

▪ hot, humid climate 

 
 

▪ use camels to carry books across desert 

sands (can tolerate the heat, need little 

water, can walk on the sand, can carry 

heavy loads) 
 

 

Revisit the main idea: Now what do you think is the main idea of the text is? Why do you think this? 

 

I think the main idea is that people in parts of Kenya get books in some very special 
ways. 
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Lesson 7 Homework 

 

Name: 

Date: 

 

 
Tell someone that today you read a new article in our text, 
 

My Librarian is a Camel by Margriet Ruurs 
 

 

 

Tell them about how some people in Kenya access books. Show them where Kenya is on 

a physical map. Look at the location and physical features of the country. 

 


